Educational Technology Advisory Committee

March 13, 2014 Meeting Minutes

I. Welcome & 2 Google Surveys for Presentations – Christina Lin:
   - Christina Lin welcomed guests
   - Christina Lin invited guests to complete online surveys of products presented at close of meeting. iPads were made available to guests to complete surveys

II. Haiku Presentation (3:15 – 3:40):
   - Representatives from Haiku gave in-depth presentation of Haiku product
   - Haiku would serve as a replacement option for Blackboard if needed
   - All Blackboard content can be transferred to Haiku
   - Grading in Haiku will transfer to Aeries (Current project with Aeries)
   - Haiku presents a Parent and Student view of assignments and projects
   - Courses will be built using pages and blocks
   - Teachers can build on-line assessments
   - Students will be able turn in assignments
   - Haiku features the ability to embed the web into the lessons

III. Survey – Haiku
   - Guests completed online survey of Haiku

IV. Eadms & Measured Progress (3:45 – 4:25)
   - Representatives from Eadms and Measured Progress co-chaired an in-depth presentation of Eadms and Measured Progress products
   - Eadms is a hosting site for student assessment testing banks and test items
   - Eadms would be a replacement option for Data Director if needed
   - Eadms has partnered with Measured Progress, an assessment test bank (One of many item bank options)
   - Measured Progress creates test questions that specifically are tied to common core and SBAC
   - Eadms presents test data via graphic presentation formats/technology enhanced test type

V. Survey – Eadms & Measure Progress
   - Guests completed online survey of Eadms & Measured Progress
Next meeting scheduled for:
Monday May 5, 2014
Conference Rooms J2/J3 3:00 - 4:30 pm
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